Engagement in digital games and web applications using adaptive matching-to-sample tasks in teaching reading
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Abstract — Over the last years, several interactive environments were developed to promote the individualized teaching. These systems can use behavioral procedures to generate tasks and for improving reading skills. This paper proposes two learning interactive environments, a digital game, and a web application, that uses a matching-to-sample procedure to teach reading abilities, where the tasks are adapted to the students by a framework based on evolutionary computing. We applied an experiment to identify the engagement of 22 students assigned from a class of first grades of a Brazilian public school. The students were divided into 4 groups and their data was collected for two days. In questions of engagement, the digital game showed superior acceptance in the use of teaching tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some researchers say that the process learning to read consists in the symbolic and behavioral aspects that must be established by the children [1], [2]. A child can respond in the same way in front of stimuli that have common characteristics. When this occurs, the stimuli are said to be equivalent to each other [3], [4]. The matching-to-sample procedure (MTS) is a method used for the teaching of the reading relations [5], through of stimuli equivalence paradigm. This paradigm defines symbolic behaviors to confer reciprocity between elements and their properties [6], [7] and is used for the acquisition of basic learning in several knowledge branches [8], [9], [10]. Basically, if an element A has relation with an element B, and if an element B has a relation with the element C, the elements A, B, and C are equivalents according to [11]. In order for a student to be able to respond "A is equal to C", the relation between each element must be taught.

In this context, it was observed that the last years produced many interactive education computational environment, and these products can provide improvements in the process of teaching and learning of various knowledge branches. Examples of these environments range from online courses, web based systems, cooperative/competitive social network platforms and educational games that assist in the user satisfaction and engagement growth [12]-[17]. However, in the education behavioral context, adaptive tasks that utilize the MTS procedure were few explored to help children with learning difficulties [18].

Some research that uses the MTS procedure showed important results, like the program called “Aprendendo a Ler e Escrever em Pequenos Passos” (Learning to Read and Write in Small Steps) [19], [20] that aims to help students with reading. Integrated with a computerized manager, this learning program allows the modification of the progress of units of education starting from the pre-established rules [21].

In [15], a digital game was used with a playful plot and the progressive transition of learning tasks based on the student’s performance. The learning tasks were presented as a solution of puzzles. The author confirmed that the use of games and web applications aroused the student’s interests. This is also reinforced by researchers that suggest that the narrative of a game can be determinant to maintain the player’s engagement [22]-[24]. Generally, the learning is sustained for motivational applications and for conventional methods [15], but the students prefer educational methods based on games than other applications without game characteristics [16], [25].
Other studies did not use MTS procedure but had considerable results in teaching using motivational and conventional applications. The research in [14] investigated the learning and engagement of Chinese university students in teaching English vocabulary. Two groups were confronted: the first group used an e-Book and the second group used a computational game. In the latter, there were indications of learning in computer games with better knowledge gains than in the first group. [16] developed an educational game with the learning approach situated with the goal to observe learning and engagement in language teaching for sixth-grade Chinese students, confirming that games can engage students in the search for better answers.

In this paper, we investigated the student’s engagement in two computer-based environments for teaching Brazilian Portuguese vocabulary in two learning interactive environments that use MTS procedure. These applications were specially developed for this study and were used together with a framework to generate adaptive tasks [26]. The participants were separated into four groups that answered tasks in a web-based application and in a digital game. Based on the results acquired, it was possible to identify the engagement of interactive environments (game and web application) and detect if these environments can be able to receive adaptive MTS tasks for the instruction of children in their early stage of literacy.

### II. THE MATCHING-TO-SAMPLE PROCEDURE

In matching-to-sample (MTS) procedure, the stimuli formats can be combined according to its relations and represented as types of MTS tasks, as illustrated in TABLE I [26]. The common nomenclature: two capital letters together, the first one always referring to the model stimulus and the second to the comparison. The letter "A" represents the use of sound stimuli, that is, the words dictated; "B" represents the stimuli being arranged in images; and "C" represents written words.

In the MTS procedure, the student must select between two or more alternatives as a choice when confronted to a model stimulus. After of a? stimulus choice as the answer, reinforcement stimuli are presented as a feedback and indicate that the student had success or failed in the task [7], [11]. This feedback stabilizes the association between the model stimulus and the choices. A sequence of the MTS tasks presented on a teaching session can conduct for a word learning produce the equivalence of stimuli and the association of images, sounds and texts of words [5], [8], [9].

### III. THE LEARNING INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

This study proposes the use of two learning interactive environments, specially developed for this research: a web application running in a web browser and an interactive digital game. Both allowed the inclusion of MTS tasks with real time data storage. The interaction between the user and the software occurs through mouse inputs. Both applications cited are available on: [http://linc.ufpa.br/amarumts/](http://linc.ufpa.br/amarumts/).

| Table 1. Examples of MTS teaching procedure tasks types. The circular marking indicates the correct choice. |
|-----------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **Task type**               | **Task type and the student's role**          |
| Task type: AB.              | Based on a sound instruction, the student must choose the picture of a “bolo” (cake). |
| Task type: AC.              | Based on a sound instruction, the student must choose the word “tatu” (armadillo). |
| Task type: BC.              | Based on a written instruction, the student must choose the picture of a “cavalò” (horse). |
| Task type: BB.              | Based on the picture of a “apito” (whistle), the student must choose the word “apito” (whistle). |
| Task type: CC.              | Based on the word “bico” (beak), the student must choose the word “bico” (beak). |

#### A. The Web Application

The web application developed for this study is called MTS-Player and this application is similar to classic MTS tests. The MTS-Player application uses visual and sound feedback as an indicator of correctly or incorrectly answered questions. In case the participant desires to stop the training session, they can use an exit button located on the upper left corner of the screen; a progress bar also shows the student’s progression in the session. Fig 1 shows two tasks? on MTS-Player.

#### B. The Digital Game

The digital game developed for this study is called "Amaru’s adventures" [18]. The game presents the story of an alien named Amaru. In the game’s plot, Amaru suffered an accident and falls on Earth with his spaceship. To repair the ship and return to his home planet, Amaru needs to learn to communicate with humans. Amaru has the assistance of a robot friend that helps him learn. After the presentation of the game’s plot, a small tutorial is shown to the participant in order to assist in the basic commands of the game.

The tasks are presented as “mini-games” during the game’s progression. In these mini-games, the participant must select the correct answer by controlling the main character: jumping and reaching floating cubes (cube mini-game) and jumping over platforms (platform mini-game).
The game allocates the tasks in five game stages and the player can keep track of their progress in a mini-map, according to Fig 2.

![LATA](image)

(a)

Fig 1. Web application (MTS-Player), (a) task type CB with LATA (can) as a model of the task, (b) tutor area for management of tasks.

![MTS Player Interface](image)

(b)

In the game, the participant can also collect items during the progression of the stages. The number of items between each mini-game is directly proportional to the number of correct answers. The feedbacks of each task are similar to the web application. It is considered that this is a gamification of the classic MTS tests.

C. Framework for generation of adaptive teaching tasks

The educational instructor is essential for teaching [27]–[29], but the manual construction of sets of tasks can be considered a limitation since the instructor needs to build it for each student taking into account their performance [30]. The framework cited by [26] was used for the generation of individualized tasks, as the adaptive teaching systems based on evolutionary computing. In the framework, the building of new tasks is based on the observation of the student knowledge and the difficulty of the tasks on each iteration.

The process begins with the insertion of initial configuration: a list of word models, tasks types, words choices and levels of difficulty for the activity. The student’s performance is calculated based on answered tasks (collected by a pretest), thereafter this results are used to calculate the difficulty of tasks. The iterative and evolutionary process continues calculating the difficulty of tasks and selecting of best tasks. After this process, the set of tasks is included in the learning environments for teaching the students. This process is represented in Fig 3.

![Evolutionary Process Diagram](image)

Fig 3. The process to generate of adaptive tasks.

IV. EXPERIMENT TO EVALUATION LEARNING INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

In this study, we proposed an experiment to identify the engagement of the students. A semi-structured interview was performed with questions to investigate the difficulty levels of the input commands and the student engagement in using the developed interactive learning environments. With the public being children in initial literacy, the proposed questions were simple, using the liberty of a semi-structured interview [31].

The experiment was conducted in a computer laboratory of the Federal University of Pará, Belém, located in the north of Brazil. Headphones were made available for the
students to listen to each audio sample produced by the computer. The location was also adequately air-conditioned for the execution of the activities and to provide the learning. **Fig 4** shows a session of activity

![Fig 4. Experiment in the computer lab.](image)

The experiment was performed with 22 invited students from a public school, including 11 males and 11 females, ages between 6 and 7. The student’s choice was based on the level of schooling that contemplates the literacy phase, that is, the first grade. A term of consent was signed by the school’s pedagogic coordination and the student’s legal guardians to authorize the experiment. The participants performed to 2 sessions of 30-50 minutes each. The participants were randomly divided into four groups: “Group A: Web-Game”, “Group B: Game-Web”, “Group C: Web-Web” and “Group D: Game-Game”.

According to **Fig 5**, in the first moment of the first day, the participants had a small orientation on the use of computational applications. In the second moment of the first day, the participants were presented to the tasks. The sets of “tasks 1” and “tasks 2” were different tasks and were performed on the first and second day respectively. In a third moment, the semi-structured interview was applied individually. This structure was replicated in a similar manner on the second day.

The interviewers observed the expression and speech of the student. The answers of interviews were categorized in three responses for each question: yes (positive answer), no (negative answer) and no response (neutral answer). For example: the child gesturing the head positively and confirming the response was noted as “yes” (positive answer); the speak as “cool”, “good”, “cute” were noted as “yes” (positive answer) and the speak as “bad”, “silly”, “ugly” noted as no (negative answer).

The questions answered by groups on the semi-structured interview were: **Q1**. “Did you like the activity?”; **Q2**. “Would you like to do the activity again?”; **Q3**. “Did you feel like continuing the activity?”; **Q4**. “What were the commands you used in the activity? (Yes, if the student can use the commands of keyboard and mouse correctly)”; **Q5**. “Were you able to do the activity?”. Another question, **Q6**,

was only applied to the “Group A: Web-Game” and “Group B: Game-Web” to collect the tools preference: “Which tool do you prefer?”.

V. RESULTS

From the 22 participants, 4 students did not appear in at least one session of the experiment, for these reasons, their data were discarded. A total of 18 students finishes the activity: 5 of Group A: Web-Game, 6 of Group B: Game-Web, 4 of Group C: Web-Web and 3 of Group D: Game-Game.

All student answered that liked the activities with the tools (Q1), with 100% answered “Yes” to the question “Did you like the activity?” in the two days. For the other questions, the answers were compiled in **Fig 6**.

The visual inspection shows that most of the students were able to do the activity for the two days. This reveals the web application and the game were noted as interesting by the participants.

For the groups that use the web application (especially for the Group C), the graphs show disengagement characteristics. That is because there is a low number of positive responses from the first to the second day in questions about “Would you like to do the activity again?” (Q2) and “Did you feel like continuing the activity?” (Q3). In question “Were you able to do the activity?” (Q5), there was little variation with almost 100% of positive responses.

In question **Q4** - “What were the commands you used in the activity? (Yes, if the student can use the commands of keyboard and mouse correctly)”- we verified that the Group A Web-Game had more low positive answers on the second day than on the first day. The Group D Game-Game had a low-level positive answer on the first day, but on the second day, the students answered correctly the commands used in the game. We highlight that the students in Group D Game-Game used the game in the two days of the experiment, so the learning of this group, about the commands, had more stimulus than others groups. Thus, the game application has more commands and complexity than the web application, such as character’s movements and diverse options that vary according to the mini game used. Despite the game having more commands and complexity, with the use of this computing environment, the game’s commands are better assimilated by the students.
In relation to preference between the interactive environments (Q6), the “Group A: Web-Game” has a total of 83% that prefer the game and 17% did not answer the question. The “Group B: Game-Web” has a total of 50% that prefer the game, 17% do not prefer the web application and 33% did not answer the question.

This result shows a preference for the digital game, but both tools were accessible to this class. This research also indicates that even without prior training, continuous exposure to sets of tasks is enough for participants to learn how to handle the tools.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a study about learning tools as interactive environments assisted by a framework to generate adaptive tasks for students using MTS tasks for teaching reading. The experimental results, regarding the engagement questions, presented an indication that MTS tasks in a game environment are more suitable for children in the initial learning phase. The perception of this characteristic was found due to the use of a web application with only MTS tasks, where no animation and no attractive interactions were exhibited for students. However, to students with difficulties in the operation of the controls and commands of peripherals like keyboard and mouse, it is recommended the use of the web application, due to this application has a simpler interface than the game.

Finally, this study intends to help in the reduction of reading learning deficits in children and to assist educators. Some future works are encouraged as adjusting automatically the parameters educational and new proposals.
of systems for decision-making for instructors in online environments.
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